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Abstract- A high level of expertise, rigorous algorithms and methods are needed to adequately mine and harness Mass 
Spectrometer generated data due to its unique nature and structure. Hitherto, peptide ions are matched with theoretical results 
and/or public databases in order to identify expressed proteins in analyzed protein source samples, but this is done on a 
spectrum by spectrum basis. In this study, we present a mechanism that extends the principle of K-nearest neighbor 
algorithm for mining pools of mass spectrometer saliva data towards discovering and characterizing patterns for diagnosing 
Alzheimer’s disease. The methodology discusses feature selection by correlation matrix, matrix to vector decomposition, an 
extension of Euclidean distance formula, and successfully classifies donor samples into the three stages of Alzheimer’s 
disease with over 85% accuracy without collaborating clinical records.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
In the US, from 2000 to 2013, while deaths from 
other diseases declined significantly [1], but that of 
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) increased by 71%. The 
disease currently affects over five million people in 
the US, and the number is expected to grow to 16 
million by 2050; afflicting one in nine people over 
the age of 65, and one in three people over the age of 
85.  
The unfortunate realities today is that 1) there are no 
cures for the disease and 2) early diagnosis is key. 
This is further complicated with the lack of clinical 
diagnostic tools. The clinical practice for diagnosing 
AD today is patients follow up system, where 
patient’s cognitive abilities are judged based on the 
state of their memory through protracted ‘Q & A’ 
sessions. The practice is counter productive and non 
scientific, the follow up can be for many months 
(during which, for instance, mild cognitive 
impairment cases could degenerate to full blown 
dementia). Furthermore, the practice most often than 
not leads to inconclusive diagnosis and results or 
clinical notes achieved through them are not 
generalizable.  
 
The building of a classification model using a pool of 
Mass Spectrometer Surface Enhanced Laser 
Desorption/ Ionization (SELDI) time-of-flight saliva 
data is the aim of this study, it extends principle of K-
Nearest Neighbor (KNN) Algorithm. In addition, it 
develop additional use for such data and closes the 
gap between protein expressions as detailed in Mass 
Spectrometer generated data and the diagnoses of 
Alzheimer’s disease.  
The next section gives the literature review. Section 3 
describes our methodology. Discussion of our results 
and observations are given in Section 4 and possible 

areas of future works and conclusion are highlighted 
in Section 5. 
 
II. LITERATURE 
 
The principle of KNN is a non parametric algorithm 
that adopts appropriate distance functions to induce 
measure on the location of instances of the train data-
set from a test data-point. It then classify the test data 
based on the label of the data points most closest it. 
KNN is easy to implement, modify, extend and adept 
for data-sets with 3-to-4 classes, [2]. 
 
Conceptualizing individual objects (e.g. genotypes, 
vectors) as elements existing in a multidimensional 
spaces aids the application of geometric classification 
techniques. It makes the creation of homogeneous 
groups by building data from the structure of 
correlated groups in the multidimensional space 
possible [3]. Leping et al. in [4] explored KNN with 
Genetic Algorithms as an approach for the generation 
of predictive gene subsets.  
In [5], multi-labelling based on identifying the KNNs 
of training set in instances of test set was presented, it 
further showed how such exercise can be used to 
predict yeast gene functionality, assign labels to 
unseen images in natural scene classification 
problems, as well as solving web page automated 
categorization problems. Similar idea was presented 
in [6] for image recognition. Structural proteomics 
was studied in [7].  
The study achieved grouping and predicting of new 
proteins based on structure alignments of the distance 
matrices obtained by 2D representation of protein’s 
tertiary structures. Sundry studies about phylogenetic 
tree construction, nodes connection in social and 
biological network systems utilize different forms of 
distance functions, ([8], [9]). The results of such 
studies can be extended for classification or 
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predicting purposes if supplemented with the 
generalization principles of KNN. 
This study utilized, Jackknife sampling procedure to 
constitute the training and corresponding test data-
sets. The importance and reasons as to why and when 
Jackknife technique can be used, were presented by 
[10], and the method was applied in feature selection 
and classification by [11]. For a protein source 
sample (PSS) e.g. saliva, SELDI generates a spectrum 
with hundreds of peaks that are typically categorized 
by the following properties; the mass-to-charge ratio 
(m/z), time-of-flight (TOF), TOFIntensity, Substance 
mass, ionCharge, ionMass, signal-to-noise ratio and 
peak type, which are used for further investigation of 
ions with respect to investigator’s objectives. The 
investigation of peptide peaks usually begins with 
detecting the set of peaks that are ‘differentially 
expressed’ in the spectrum after baseline subtraction 
has been done using statistical methods or 
thresholding.  
 
To identify the protein constituent of a PSS, the 
molecular weights, other features of ions and their 
chemical properties (e.g. which chemical surface it 
binds to preferentially on the Protein Chip) are 
matched with public databases or theoretical results. 
Definitive identification of the peak is then carried 
out using other algorithms (e.g. protein Prophet; 
[12]). Other uses of SELDI data are in the area of 
determining molecular formulas, protein curating and 
identification, and protein bio-marker discovery [13], 
personalized medicine, drug design and drug 
production ([14],[15]). 
 
III. METHODOLOGY 
 
The data-set used for this study was obtained from 
the BioBank of Beaumont Reference Laboratory, 
Michigan, USA. It was the output of a SELDI-TOF 
discovery proteomics laboratory experiment carried 
out on saliva to assess differential protein expressions 
for the purpose of identifying protein biomarkers for 
Alzheimer’s disease (AD). Three populations of 
patients whose stages were known a priori were 
studied; age-matched controls without any evidence 
of dementia (CON), patients with mild cognitive 
impairment (MCI) and patients with clinical 
symptoms of Alzheimer’s disease (tAD).  
 
The classification model presented in this paper 
characterizes assay results. Assay results are matrices 
made up of by tens to hundreds of differentially 
expressed ions. This matrix structure makes feature 
selection, pattern recognition and building of 
classification models impossible, since direct 
application of traditional Supervised/ Unsupervised 
machine learning algorithms fails. This is so because, 
those algorithms accepts feature vectors as inputs and 
discriminate data points on a point-to-point basis 
whereas the data type under consideration are 

matrices. 
3.1 Data Set & Feature Selection 
The ‘uniqueness’ of the data-set is due to the 
structure of SELDI analysis results. Each result or 
data point is a matrix, having a collection of 
tens/hundreds of observed ions. Matrix (R) below is a 
typical representation of such results. 

                (1) 
 

 20g indexes the total 
number of results in each disease stage (S). Elements 
of R are arranged in an ascending order of magnitude 
of m/z values. 
 
Mass spectrometer calibrates feature values using 
different scales. For instance, TOF values are very 
small and approximates to 0.0000 (at 4 decimal 
places). Feature selection was achieved using 
correlation matrix (Fig.1). 
The range of values in the correlation matrix is 
between indicates strongly related terms 
while -1 implies that the variables under 
consideration has zero relationship. It is best practice 
to employ features with less or zero correlation in the 
construction of models.  
 
A simple correlation matrix was done in excel, upon 
execution, we see in Fig.1 that the rows for Charge 
and ion Mass is populated with the value  
across all feature columns except their respective 
columns. This is because ‘charge’ and ‘ion Mass’ 
values is ‘1’ for every ion in all assay results. 
Similarly, the sum of substance Mass and Charge is 
molecular mass of ions i.e.  
 
The highlighted (M/Z – TOF Intensity and Substance 
Mass – TOF Intensity) cells indicates the features that 
were chosen or less correlated since we ignored the 
TOF due to its size. Sequel to these, each matrix 
(R_kS) was reduced to an n-by-2 matrix (P_kS). 

                 (2) 
 
The matrix P is basically a collection of peaks with 

only the  and TOF Intensity  features. 
Going forward, we shall simply refer to P as a data 
point, m/z as mass, TOF Intensity as intensity and an 
ion as a peak defined by the pair (mass; intensity). 
 
3.2 Problem Formulation 
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The problem formulation is based on the hypothesis 
that the average intra class distance between Mass 
Spectra ions is significantly less than inter class 
distances. Let MSpool be the pool of all the data 
points in the data set, expressed as MSpool = f(PC 

 
 
where the superscripts C,M, and T represents the 3 
disease stages. The problem is targeted at finding a 
selection  

   (3) 
 
correctly predicts elements of a particular stage label. 
 
Definition 3.1. Jackknife Procedure: Given a 
sample (X) of size N, a delete ‘d’ Jackknife sample is 
obtained by selecting and deleting `d0 number of 
observations from the sample. For instance, a delete-1 
Jackknife sample1 

         (4) 
 
In this case, Xa is the deleted observation, and used as 
the test data here, while other terms of the equation 
constitutes the train data-set. 
 
3.3 Exponential Euclidean Distance 
In general, there exists three cases that may exist 
between any two peaks, irrespective of the stage or 
the data point they belong to. These are 1) equal 
molecular mass values but different intensity values, 
2) unequal molecular mass and intensity values, and 
3) unequal mass values but equal intensity values. It 
is most profitable to align and work with the elements 
of the data set with the scenario described by case 1. 
Consequently, it is crucial to scale and quantify the 
terms  differently. 
 
We now introduce equation 5 known as exponential 
Euclidean distance (EED) function, it is biased and 
an improvement of the Euclidean distance formula. It 
exponentially blows up the contribution of  
thereby, filtering out vectors whose combination 
violates case 1. EED defines the distance between 
two vectors a and b by  

   (5) 
 
where m and I respectively represent the mass and 
intensity values of the row vectors a and b. It is 
crucial to establish that equation 5 satisfies the norm 
axioms before it is used. Notice that, it is easy to 
verify the positivity and symmetricity laws of the 
norm axioms, hence, we dwell on only the triangular 
inequality law. 
3.3.1 KNN Distance Hit Table 
                                                             
1  1mn is m/z (or molecular mass), Tn stands for time-of-flight 
(TOF), In denotes TOFIntensity, Sn is Substance mass, Cn for ion 
will look like; 

First, a test data is obtained using the Jackknife 
description, call the vectors in the test data test 
vectors. Predicting a test data entails generating a 
distance ‘Hit Table’ that records by vote, the stage 
labels of the vectors closest to its test vectors using 
equation 5 and the principle of KNN. In each 
iteration, equation 5 is used to determine the distance 
between all possible pairs between vectors from the 
test data point and corresponding vectors of the train 
data points i.e., pair of vectors that satisfies case 1 
with the test vectors irrespective of stage. Then, the 
stage label of vectors within k-minimum distance 
from each test vector is identified and recorded. 
Below is an example of a typical hit table,  

 
 
The column titles CON, MCI, and tAD respectively 
holds counts of vectors in the train data set across the 
stages that are closest to vectors of a TEST data. At 
the end, a test data is classified into the stage with the 
highest number of minimum hits. For example, 
TEST1 is classified to be MCI while TEST2 is tAD 
based on majority vote. 
 
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Using the Jackknife re-sampling technique, each 
disease stage produced 20 test data-points. 
Consequently, we performed sixty KNN 
classification iterations with k = 1 for the 3 protein 
Chips and energy levels. The classification results in 
percentages is captured in the table below  

 
 
In this paper, we adopted the principle of KNN and 
introduced a 2-scale distance function to build an 
exponential Euclidean distance classifier of mass 
spectra data. Hitherto, differentially expressed ions in 
SELDI data are identified, singled out, and match 
with and/or against ions contained in public data base 
or theoretical ions in biomarker discovery or protein 
identifications. The outcome of this study is novel, in 
that, it teaches a framework to simultaneously mine 
pools of ions or spectrum with variant backgrounds 
(stages). In particular, and taking high energy results, 
we present a new aproach for diagnosing Alzheimer’s 
disease, based on the characterization of a collection 
of SELDI Saliva Spectra data. 
The data structure was the first problem we had to 
overcome. The decomposition of the feature matrices 
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to a collection of feature vectors, sequel to a 
systematic feature selection enabled us to solve the 
problem in a 2-dimensional space. 
This work pinpoints inherent pattern(s) in saliva 
SELDI data (as well as other protein source 
sample(s)). In general, the classification results of 
mining the data set generated with low energy laser 
bombardment leaves much to be desired when 
compared to that obtained from high energy laser 
bombardment data set irrespective of the protein Chip 
used in the analysis. 
Using Saliva SELDI data was also a plus owing to 
fact that it is less invasive to obtain saliva samples. 
The presence of several molecular mass values but 
with different intensity values made this KNN 
approach possible, in that, we were able to 
geometrically mark the intensities of similar mass 
values in space and used their geometric location for 
discrimination. 
 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS 
 
It is worthy to ask if adding additional features into 
the exponential distance function will improve the 
result of this work. Similarly, will it improve the 
obtained result if only ions of a particular peak type 
or if ions are categorized and used based on their 
molecular weight or signal to noise ratio? Future 
works can be directed at answering these questions. 
 
A sensitivity analysis of saliva SELDI data with 
regards to identifying the best time of the day or 
activities that could precede obtaining of saliva 
samples from donors is also a possible issue for 
future work. Having raised a standard vis-a-vis the 
ability to identify and classify stage instances with 
over 80% accuracy, a future work might be directed 
to dissect elements of MCI stage with a view of 
predicting the rate with which they could most likely 
degenerate to acute Alzheimer’s disease or recuperate 
to a no impairment status overtime. 
As a goal for future work, the result of this study can 
be extended to serve as a tool to monitor AD patients 
conditions since the disease severity status can easily 
be determined with the number of ’hit points’ in the 
distance table.  
In conclusion, it is crucial to have studies focused on 
closing the gap between known protein bio-markers 
and diagnosis of incurable diseases (e.g Dementia). 

They have the needed potentials to saving and 
improving the quality of lives, lowering health care 
costs, with positive impacts for personalized 
medicine. 
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Figure 1: Correlation Matrix 

 


